
wisdom
in pandemic 

times



wisdom & perspective

expertise in the conduct 
and meaning of life

Bal tes and Staudinger  (2000)



ego resilience

capacity to find and integrate 
meaning and purpose 

in stressful life events
Ha r t ma n  (20 0 0 )





despair = suffering - meaning
Victor Frankl



meaning needs a quiet, relaxed space to arrive



who is your role model 
for wisdom?

Dumbledore 
Harry Potter



what meaning 
am I making of 
pandemic time

what is meaningful

what’s important or valuable

what lessons am I learning

what new opportunities are emerging

what new strengths are being cultivated

what new potential is there for me



wisdom & knowledge Creativity, Curiosity, Open-mindedness, Love of learning, Perspective
courage Honesty, Bravery, Perseverance, Zest
humanity Kindness, Love, Social Intelligence
justice Fairness, Leadership, Teamwork
temperance Forgiveness, Humility, Prudence, Self-regulation
transcendence Appreciation of beauty, Gratitude, Hope, Humor, Spirituality

your character strengths are pathways to meaning
VALUES in ACTION

www.viacharacter.org



meaning-making 
skills

Meta-awareness –
psychological distance

Intuition – receiving function

Synthesis – connect the dots

Integration – rise to wise 
perspective

Ongoing – new wisdom 
continues to evolve



what research 
tells us about 

wisdom

a product of successful aging

a predictor of successful aging

age-related differences haven’t been found

growth spurt in wisdom from age 15-25

life changes, relationships, career tasks, 
and stressful events improve wisdom



what research 
tells us about 

wisdom

acquired through 
successful resolution 

of 
crises and hardship



wise people 
agree with these 

statements

I make quiet time to reflect on what is meaningful.

I address important and difficult questions.

I seek multiple and diverse perspectives.

I see larger patterns of meaning or connections.

I see to the heart of important problems.

I have an accurate view of myself. 

I have a strong need to contribute to others/society.



rate yourself on 
each statement 

on a scale 
of 1-10

I make quiet time to reflect on what is meaningful.

I address important and difficult questions.

I seek multiple and diverse perspectives.

I see larger patterns of meaning or connections.

I see to the heart of important problems.

I have an accurate view of myself. 

I have a strong need to contribute to others/society.



I make time to reflect on what is meaningful



I address 
important 

and 
difficult 

questions



I seek 
multiple and 

diverse  
perspectives



I zoom out 
to see 

patterns and 
connections



I can see to 
the heart of 

important 
problems



I see myself 
accurately



I have a strong need to contribute to others/society.



which 
statements score 

above 7?
below 7?

I make quiet time to reflect on what is meaningful.

I address important and difficult questions.

I seek multiple, diverse perspectives.

I see larger patterns of meaning or connections.

I see to the heart of important problems.

I have an accurate view of myself. 

I have a strong need to contribute to others/society.



discussion & 
coaching

When are you at your most 
wise?

what wisdom factors are 
your strengths?

what is my growth edge in 
making meaning, gaining 
wisdom?







THANK 
YOU


